TS+50 Webinar 4 Chat: Connecting the Dots - Making a Forceful Canon of the Rio Conventions and the Multilateral Environmental Agreements

10:10:10 From Anthony Reid Harvey to Everyone:
Are we on?

10:10:58 From Ijeoma Ladele to Everyone:
we look forward to getting a copy or link to that book

10:12:03 From Dingha Babila to Everyone:
We are excited to have a link to that beautiful book

10:12:14 From Zanele Matyolo to Everyone:
hello everyone, Zanele from South Africa

10:12:35 From Kwame Ofori to Hosts and panelists:
My name is Kwame Ofori from Ghana.

10:12:59 From Anthony Reid Harvey to Everyone:
Greetings All, I am Reid Harvey, ceramic industrial designer and managing director of Africa Prosperity Inc. Our focus is environmental health and sustainable development.

10:13:16 From Douglas Omoruyi to Everyone:
Hello everyone, greetings from Lagos Nigeria

10:13:28 From Dan Challender to Everyone:
Various books on CITES :-(

10:13:39 From Dingha Babila to Everyone:
Dingha from Cameroon

10:14:28 From Dan Challender to Everyone:
Dan Challender (Oxford)

10:15:10 From Daniel Blum to Everyone:
Hi! Daniel Blum, from DIGMA, Argentina

10:16:41 From Justine Mwanje to Everyone:
Participants, greetings from Uganda

10:18:11 From Khadija EL Houdi to Everyone:
who should make a deep assessment of all the MEA's? UNEP?

10:19:08 From silvia Giulietta to Everyone:
thanks for this question on the relation between UNEP and MEAs

10:21:15 From Jose Antonio Coronado Sevilla to Everyone:
Good Morning, Lima Perú.

10:21:40 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
We will be sharing the PPPs with you after the webinar. You will receive an email from the Zoom platform tomorrow at 4 PM CET/10 AM NY time with links to the PPPs, the recording, and the webinar chat. Visit https://towardstockholm50.org/events/

10:24:33 From Nusrat Yaqoob to Everyone:
hi Nusrat Yaqoob from Pakistan
10:25:18 From Omoyemen Lucia Odigie-Emmanuel to Everyone:
I agree that UNEP needs a specific mandate to coordinate various multilateral conversation. As an institution, a mandate is key to avoid multiplicity and in the light of understanding state sovereignty.

Omoyemen Lucia.
Centre for Human Rights and Climate Change Research

10:27:07 From Khadija EL Houdi to Everyone:
Are maps done on intention of countries to have policies or on effective implementation of policies?

10:28:52 From Ijeoma Ladele to Everyone:
Implementation of the policies is key to achieving environmental issues

10:29:09 From Prof. Maria Ivanova, UMB to Everyone:
Here is the article - https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/17/7098

10:29:32 From Ijeoma Ladele to Everyone:
Thank you Prof Maria for sharing the link

10:29:49 From Kamal Kumar Rai to Hosts and panelists:
Can be possible to have a hard copy of the book. Kamal Po Box 12476 Kathmandu, Nepal

10:30:10 From Prof. Maria Ivanova, UMB to Everyone:
Here is the book - https://www.environmentalgovernance.org/unep-50

10:30:14 From Santiago Obispo to Everyone:
Greetings. We are from the Amazon Cooperation Network (REDCAM), of traditional local communities of Amazonas, our email is: redecam@gmail.com and the staff is: sobispo@gmail.com, in capacity building with an approach based on traditional knowledge. Thank you

10:32:00 From Ijeoma Ladele to Everyone:
Ijeoma Ladele, Environmental Conflict Mediation and Women Development Initiative, Nigeria, stephanie.ijeoma@yahoo.com, +2348039348833

10:33:56 From Prof. Maria Ivanova, UMB to Everyone:
@Devis - I was on the delegation of Rwanda to UNEA negotiating the plastics agreement. Working with Rwanda a lot!

10:34:24 From Santiago Obispo to Everyone:
Congratulations to the organizers of the virtual meeting/webinar, for their content and contributions to our knowledge. Thank you, we appreciate you take our e-mail:sobispo@gmail.com

10:34:37 From Anthony Reid Harvey to Everyone:
I hope it’s okay to say a bit about Indoor Air Quality - IAQ. Here is a short video, of our insulating rocket stove boiling water. These stoves burn biomass with no smoke! There’s no need to cut trees for fuel wood, no need for carbonized fuel! Save a forest! Solid fuels can indeed be burned cleanly, given the right stove and the right fuel. Users will not be getting respiratory problems. Importantly, the
stoves are affordable to those of daily income US$1 or $2.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1unAt9nGQHCSgtGxEDjDpzQkCxA7nFDFP/view?usp=sharing

10:39:40 From Omoyemen Lucia Odigie-Emmanuel to Hosts and panelists:
Here is the link article - dddddeee you have to is the article -
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/17/7098
Here is the art shunned is the article - https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/17/7098

10:40:08 From Devis HABONIMANA to Everyone:
@Prof Maria Ivanova I really appreciate you but I am migrant here in Rwanda we, cannot get such kind opportunity but I follow you via this virtual meeting related to that told above

10:44:35 From Khadija EL Houdi to Everyone:
there is an echo hard to hear!

10:44:38 From Prof. Maria Ivanova, UMB to Everyone:
The sound is quite bad now

10:45:02 From Khadija EL Houdi to Everyone:
sorry can’t hear!

10:46:02 From Justine Mwanje to Everyone:
Can barely hear.

10:46:36 From Omoyemen Lucia Odigie-Emmanuel to Hosts and panelists:
I see the keys on my phone must have been pressed and I have some alphabets not intentionally sent. I apologize

10:47:46 From Prisha Kumar to Everyone:
yes, me neither

10:47:50 From Daniel Blum to Everyone:
Sound is very bad...

10:48:39 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
Apologies for the poor sound quality. It is on the speaker’

10:49:05 From Khadija EL Houdi to Everyone:
ok thanks for the clarification!

10:49:07 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
…the speaker's side, and although they tried to correct, they were unable too.

10:49:28 From MOISE KITETE MANALA to Everyone:
...

10:54:51 From Prof. Maria Ivanova, UMB to Everyone:
Thank you for the opportunity to join this discussion today! I have to leave unfortunately and look forward to continuing the conversation.

11:00:41 From Anthony Reid Harvey to Everyone:
We might consider the synergies between environmental considerations and those of SDG1, No Poverty. Much of the reason for poverty is a lack of knowledge in the use of one's resources. Getting knowledge to those impoverished will make possible a huge contribution, not only to achievement of SDG 1, but to nearly all of the SDGs.
Hi. I'm Dr. Uzodinma Adirieje; Afrihealth Optonet Association (AHOA) - CSOs Network. WhatsApp: +2348034725905; Email: afrihealthoptonet2@gmail.com; I'm based in Nigeria

11:04:05 From Tamra Raven to Hosts and panelists:
https://youtu.be/QIOXTbT7hM0 Tamra Raven proposing global metric

11:06:50 From Kamal Kumar Rai to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you so much Carolina. We are happy to engage and contribute (kamal: ipskirantsampang@gmail.com)

11:07:56 From Anthony Reid Harvey to Everyone:
Indigenous people will have the opportunity of involvement once the relevant knowledge is shared with them. They already have a wealth of oral tradition. They need training and the relevant kinds of formal education

11:08:51 From Kamal Kumar Rai to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you Amy.

11:10:11 From Tamba Bangaly KAMANO to Everyone:
bonjour je suis Tamba Bangaly KAMANO juriste de l’environnement assistant et coordinateur du Foncier et des ressources naturelles en Guinée Conakry

tél 224627056673
tambabangaly@gmail.com

11:11:56 From Kamal Kumar Rai to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you so much Martha

11:12:16 From Omoyemen Lucia Odigie-Emmanuel to Everyone:
How do you access the role of Stockholm and other MEAs on justice in Environmental matters in the context of the courts and what is your recommendation for the future?

11:23:32 From Jose Antonio Coronado Sevilla to Everyone:
Thanks.

11:32:59 From Lori Johnston to Everyone:
Poisoning of marine ecosystems reverses gains from CITES. Negotiate for access to data gathered by Indigenous Peoples and negotiate for implementation of decisions based on this data. Fundraisers in the conservation industry should not have a greater role in lawmaking than do governments. Remake UN entities to emphasize science rather than money.

11:44:26 From Lori Johnston to Everyone:
Some parties to CITES and UNCLOS, and other colonizing MEAs are not taking the first steps that cost no money--entering into dialogue with Indigenous Peoples about marine health. Indigenous Peoples’ scientific inquiries and conclusions are systematically excluded from this money-driven approach. This indicates that this fundraising for marine health is a scam and demands research into the motivation, actions, and outcomes of those fundraising. The goal of this fundraising is not to support the functionality of marine systems. The goal seems to be supporting the comforts and power of those who use laws to benefit elite castes at the cost of ecological health and wealth. Goals and actions to achieve them are not global if these goals and actions are not negotiated with Indigenous Peoples.
Lori Johnston, it seems as if the UN agencies have a balancing act to do in achieving the SDGs, as regard the interests of people and the planet, versus the interests of the donors.

Thank you all for sharing about efforts to develop a world where our descendants can breathe, eat clean food and drink clean water. Thank you for working for the peace and security that can come from upholding the UN Charter.

Global ecological consciousness is needed. Grateful for the work you are doing to coordinate humanity to protect our shared home.

Thank you

Thank you so much

merci à tous !!

Amy

hello every one my name is Ajuna Wilson from uganda

Thank you for organizing and participating in another productive Stockholm discussion :)